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MOHR ET AL.

Abstract Large earthquakes can increase the amount of water feeding stream flows, raise
groundwater levels, and thus grant plant roots more access to water in water-limited environments. We
examine growth and photosynthetic responses of Pine plantations to the Maule Mw 8.8 earthquake in
headwater catchments of Chile's Coastal Range. We combine high-resolution wood anatomic (lumen
area) and biogeochemical
E
( 13C of wood cellulose) proxies of daily to weekly tree growth sampled from
trees on floodplains and close to ridge lines. We find that, immediately after the earthquake, at least two
out of six tree trees on valley floors had increased lumen area and decreased
E
 13C, while trees on hillslopes
had a reverse trend. Our results indicate a control of soil water on this response, largely consistent with
models that predict how enhanced postseismic vertical soil permeability causes groundwater levels to
rise on valley floors, but fall along the ridges. Statistical analysis with boosted regression trees indicates
that streamflow discharge gained predictive importance for photosynthetic activity on the ridges, but
lost importance on the valley floor after the earthquake. We infer that earthquakes may stimulate
ecohydrological conditions favoring tree growth over days to weeks by triggering stomatal opening. The
weak and short-lived signals that we identified, however, show that such responses are only valid under
water-limited, rather than energy-limited tree, growth. Hence, dendrochronological studies targeted at
annual resolution may overlook some earthquake effects on tree vitality.
Plain Language Summary

Earthquakes deform and shake Earth's surface and the ground
below. These changes may affect groundwater flow. Groundwater level may rise in the valley bottom
and drop along higher elevated ridges. Trees depend on such groundwater resources, particularly in dry
climates. Hence, we expect contrasting responses of trees after earthquakes: at higher elevations, access to
groundwater may be impeded, but enabled in the valley bottoms. Thus, earthquake-enhanced tree growth
should be pronounced only on valley floors, with opposite responses happening along ridges. We test this
hypothesis in pine forest plantations that were affected by the 2010 Maule earthquake, Chile. We find
that tree growth increased following the earthquake because of enhanced photosynthesis on valley floors,
but decreased on upper hillslopes due to increased water stress. Overall, these responses are small but
measurable. Our study is the first to combine state-of-the-art isotopic and wood anatomic proxies that we
quantified at the cellular scale. Our results provide novel insights into the impacts of earthquakes on soil
water and tree growth at an unprecedented daily to weekly resolution.

1. Introduction
Large prehistoric earthquakes are preserved in the geological record. Paleoseismology is the discipline concerned with reconstructing past earthquakes from this record, and mainly draws on offsets in fault scarps
and river channels, deformed sediments, soil liquefaction, landslide and tsunami deposits (Ludwig, 2015),
and archeological records (Nur, 2007). Biological archives recognize that the sudden subsidence of coasts
during earthquakes may submerge and kill near-shore vegetation (Atwater & Yamaguchi, 1991), while
shaking-induced damage to roots and damage from debris may suppress tree growth and be recorded in
annual growth rings (Bekker, 2004; Jacoby et al., 1997; Lin & Lin, 1998; Meisling & Sieh, 1980; Page, 1970).
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Tree growth can also be enhanced if neighboring and competing trees died due to earthquakes (Veblen
et al., 1992), with larger individuals having the greatest survival potential (Allen et al., 2020). Earthquakes
may elevate groundwater levels by increasing soil permeability and thus giving tree roots more access to water (Bekker et al., 2018; Mohr et al., 2015). Earthquakes as small as magnitude 4.6 have measurably affected
tree growth (Sheppard & White, 1995). Trees offer some advantages over geological archives of past seismic shaking. Trees are abundant and may thus better constrain earthquake magnitude and location (Jacoby, 1997), and tree rings offer a yearly resolution that is more accurate than most geochronological tools
(Jacoby et al., 1988; Sheppard & Jacoby, 1989). Indeed, most studies that searched for earthquake signals in
trees analyzed the width of annual growth rings (Fu et al., 2020), though without considering possible effects of earthquake hydrology. Two common effects are falling groundwater levels along ridges or increased
stream discharge (Rojstaczer et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2004) and can persist for weeks to months and modify
regional water balances (Manga & Wang, 2015; Mohr et al., 2017). One dramatic biological manifestation of
these hydrological changes was the contrasting response of trees to the M 8 New Madrid, USA, earthquakes
in 1811. Lyell (1849) reported that “all the trees of a date prior to 1811, although standing erect and entire,
are dead and leafless.... [on the] higher level plain, where the dead trees stand.... At the lower level are seen
cypresses and cotton-wood, and other trees which delight in wet ground, all newer than 1812.” (p. 1235).
The growth surge in surviving bald cypress (Taxodium distichum) in the two years after the 1811 earthquakes was the largest ever recorded for this species in the southeastern United States (Arsdale et al., 1998).
The principal mechanisms invoked to explain hydrological changes following large earthquakes include
pore-pressure response to seismic strain (Muir-Wood & King, 1993; Wakita, 1975), permeability changes
caused by seismic waves (Elkhoury et al., 2006; Rojstaczer & Wolf, 1992; Wang et al., 2004), fluid migration
along seismogenic dilatant cracks or crustal ruptures (Sibson & Rowland, 2003; Tsunogai & Wakita, 1996),
or consolidation potentially up to liquefaction of sediments (Manga, 2001; Manga et al., 2003; Montgomery
& Manga, 2003). Seismic shaking may also mobilize water from the unsaturated zone (Breen et al., 2020;
Mohr et al., 2015). If tree growth is limited mainly by water (Babst et al., 2019), trees should in theory record
hydrological responses to earthquakes by changing their growth rates.
Stable carbon isotope analysis has become an important tool to trace ecohydro-physiological processes in
dendroecology (Gessler et al., 2014), as isotopic ratios in tree rings largely reflect conditions of the growing
season (Reynolds-Henne et al., 2007).
E
 13C measures the ratio of stable carbon isotopes 13C–12C (McCarroll
& Loader, 2004). The fractionation of 13C in wood occurs during photosynthetic diffusion and assimilation by the RuBisCo enzyme (Farquhar & Sharkey, 1982) because the heavier 13C diffuses slower than 12C
(O'Leary, 1988), forming slightly stronger chemical bonds. This isotopic discrimination is recorded in the
living wood (Dupouey et al., 1993; Helle & Schleser, 2004a, 2004b; Warren et al., 2001). A three-phasemodel for broad-leaf trees (Helle & Schleser, 2004a) predicts (a) a lag effect of starch storage from previous
years that raises
E
 13C in early wood at the beginning of the vegetation period; (b) a decline
E
 13C of during
13
E in  C at the end of the vegetation period during final latelatewood formation; and (c) another increase
wood growth due to the same carbohydrate metabolic processes that form early E
wood.  13C is also sensitive
13
E as  C discrimination in plants is related to the ratio of the CO2 concento atmospheric CO2 concentration
trations within the stomatal cavity and the ambient atmosphere (Farquhar et al., 1980; Keeling et al., 2017).
For low temperatures, high water supply, or a combination of both, stomata apertures expand and RuBisCO
preferentially assimilates 12C from an abundant atmospheric pool, thus lowering
E
 13C. In contrast, water
stress, high temperatures or a combination of both, cause stomata apertures to decrease and reduce water
loss through transpiration. Hence, photosynthetic diffusion is restricted and assimilation by RuBisCO may
be less “picky” in terms of preferring 12C, thus raising
E
 13C (Helle & Schleser, 2004b). Wood anatomy is
also sensitive to seasonal water supplies (Ziaco et al., 2016). Carvalho et al. (2015) found a high correlation between lumen area (LA) and soil moisture in water-limited Mediterranean conifer forests. Lumen is
the membrane-defined intracellular space inside the elongated cells in the xylem of vascular plants called
tracheids; lumen area refers to the cross-sectional surface (Ziaco et al., 2016). Assuming a sufficiently high
number of tracheids formed per growing season and earthquake hydrological effects that persist for weeks
to months (Manga & Wang, 2015), effects on tree growth should be recorded in wood anatomy. Seasonal
patterns
E in  13C and lumen area thus reflect the interaction between seasonal micrometeorology, soil water,
evapotranspiration, and tree growth (Gessler et al., 2014). By modulating access to shallow groundwater,
earthquakes may cause favorable ecohydrological conditions and stimulate tree growth over days to weeks
MOHR ET AL.
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by triggering stomatal opening. We expect such boosts, however, only under climatic conditions that favor
tree growth, that is, water stress is relieved by providing additional water to trees. Thus, combining both
E and  13C could offer a proxy of tree growth and transpiration (Galle et al., 2010).
wood anatomy
Summarizing this previous work, we hypothesize that strong ground shaking promotes tree growth close
to streams, but hinders tree growth on hillslopes. We test whether rates of tree ring growth as recorded by
wood anatomy and carbon isotopes responded to the Mw 8.8 2010 Maule earthquake, Chile. We then assess
whether any such response outweighs other influences such as rainstorms (Carvalho et al., 2015). Finally,
we discuss whether changes in tree ring growth recorded by individual cells can be a proxy for identifying
past earthquakes on weekly to monthly time scales at unprecedented temporal resolution. To our knowledge, this is the first study of ecohydrological responses to earthquakes using stable isotopes and cell-level
wood anatomy.

2. Study Area, Hydroclimatic Conditions, and Maule Earthquake
We study Pinus radiata D. Don trees in two headwater catchments of the Chilean coast range (Figure 1).
Both catchments are in the rupture zone of the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake that caused local peak
ground velocities (PGV) of ∼24 and 26 cm/s on the ridge and the valley bottom, respectively, for ∼150 s
(Moreno et al., 2010; Vigny et al., 2011). The earthquake-induced streamflow responses across south-central
Chile yielded >1 km3 of excess discharge (Mohr et al., 2017). Groundwater models estimated an increase in
evapotranspiration of 30%–60% for at least 5–10 days after the earthquake before new rainfall commenced
(Mohr et al., 2015). Both study catchments, Pichún and San Antonio, have streamflow stage samplers, rain
gauges, and air temperature loggers that were installed in April 2008 (Huber et al., 2010). Data from these
instruments have been used to study hydrological and ecogeomorphic responses to the Maule earthquake
(Mohr et al., 2012, 2015) and forestry operations (Barrientos et al., 2020; Mohr et al., 2013, 2014). Both
catchments are geologically and topographically similar (Mohr et al., 2012). San Antonio covers 0.13 km2
with elevations from 270 to 380 m asl and Pichún has 4.39 km2 from 320 to 480 m asl (Figure 1). At the
time of the earthquake, San Antonio had a mature (∼25 years old) Pinus radiata D. Don plantation, whereas Pichún had two-year old Eucalyptus spp. seedlings with shallow (<1 m) roots. Deeper-rooting (>2 m)
native species were restricted to 0.45 and 0.01 km2 riparian buffers along the main streams, respectively
(Mohr et al., 2012). Pinus radiata may produce >150 tracheids per growing season (Skene, 1969), which is
high compared to other pine tree species (Carvalho et al., 2015). The higher the tracheid formation rate, the
higher is the potential temporal resolution of wood anatomy.
The climate is Mediterranean (Csb) with a rainy season in the Austral winter and a hot, dry summer (Peel
et al., 2007; Figure 2). The mean air temperature and rainfall during the growing season are 11.2 ± 0.55°C and
951 ± 205 mm, respectively (±1 standard deviation; Table S1). The growing seasons of 2011/12 and 2012/13
were extraordinarily dry as part of the multiyear Central Chile Mega Drought (Garreaud et al., 2020), which
followed the wet El Niño winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11 (Kim et al., 2011). Soils (mostly Luvisols) and sediments >5-m thick in places (Mohr et al., 2012) may store water for trees even in drier conditions.

3. Data and Methods
We cored six Pinus radiata D. Don trees with a standard 40-cm Haglöfs increment corer of 4-mm inner diameter on February 16 and 17, 2014. We sampled all trees from upslope, downslope, and parallel to the contour
line to account for reaction wood due to gravity (Du & Yamamoto, 2007). We chose sites on the valley-floor
and hillslope ridges to check for topographic variations in tree responses to the earthquake (Figure 1), and
considered several covariates to approximate subsurface hydrology, that is, the topographic wetness index
(TWI), hillslope aspect, distance from the nearest stream, relative hillslope height, and the topographic
position index (TPI) (Table 1, see Text S1). We ran all spatial computations in QGIS 3.2.2 and SAGA 2.3.2
(Figure 3 and Text S2). Additional information on sample preparation is in the Supporting Information S1.
Out of the 24 cores, we selected six cores that met the following criteria: (a) accurate dating and highly
correlated measurements with an existing master reference curve; (b) distinct and straight tree ring borders;
and (c) minimal number of features such as false, narrow, or missing rings. Four to six trees are sufficient
MOHR ET AL.
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Figure 1. Study area. (a) Overview of study area in south-central Chile and (b) San Antonio and Pichún catchments: The Nicodahue River catchment is
outlined by orange dots. Estimated relative slope positions for San Antonio (c) and Pichún (d, e, f); location of the cored trees is depicted by red circles NacPi
refers to an abbreviation of “Nacimiento Pine;” pink circles are TDR-Trime Access tubes for soil-water monitoring and white triangles are streamflow gauges.
Contour intervals are 10 and 20 m for San Antonio and Pichún, respectively. Basemaps (c) Bingmaps.

to approximate a “hypothetical perfect chronology” for isotope studies (Leavitt, 2010). We used data on
streamflow, rainfall, temperature, and potential evapotranspiration (Hargreaves & Samani, 1985) from our
monitoring campaigns in the catchments (Huber et al., 2010) (Figures 1 and 2) and from the CR2MET data
for the Nicodahue catchment (#8362001) in the CAMEL-CL data set (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2018). The
Nicodahue catchment is the receiving basin of both Pichún and San Antonio catchments. All statistical
p-values reported refer to the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. We performed all laboratory work at the dendrochronological laboratory at GFZ Potsdam. We refer to the Text S2 for technical details.
3.1. Measurement of Wood Anatomic Parameters
We measured cell parameters using the confocal laser scanning technique (Liang et al., 2013). We quantified
lumen area (LA), lumen diameter (LD), cell-wall thickness (CWT), and cell diameter (CD) using WinCell
(Regent Instruments, Canada), a software developed for wood anatomy image analysis. We focus on lumen
area, which is particularly sensitive to changes in soil water (Carvalho et al., 2015). We manually drew
the tree ring boundaries using WinCell and tagged each tree ring with the corresponding growing season.
MOHR ET AL.
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WinCell connects two adjacent tree rings and creates “measurement regions” as the area between two subsequent rings. Within such regions, all
tracheids were measured. Next, we manually define eight measurement
paths within WinCell by selecting eight undisturbed cell rows that run in
the radial direction from one tree ring boundary to the next. This way, we
exceed the minimum number of six cell rows which are required according to Seo et al. (2014). One tracheid measurement path thus chronologically reflects the variations in cell growth from the beginning to the end
of one growing season (Figure 3).
Tracheidograms show LA across the annual growth ring of a tree (Vaganov, 1990). Each cell line usually has an individual number of tracheids. To make tree rings comparable within a tree or from different trees,
we normalized the number of cells per growing season along each path to
the mean number of cells per hillslope position (Rossi et al., 2003), that
is, ridge (n = 159) and valley bottom (n = 108). We calculated tracheidograms with the R package tgram (de la Cruz & De Soto, 2017).
3.2.  13C Sampling of Tree Rings

0

Jun

10.1029/2021JG006385

We performed high-resolution intraannual sampling by using an UV-Laser microdissection microscope (LMD 6, Leica Microsystems, Germany),
largely following the protocol by Schollaen et al. (2015, 2017). We subdivided the annual rings into several subsections of ∼100 μm in the radial
direction marked by a pen screen. The number of subsections per ring
was mostly >20 μm and varied depending on the tree-ring width (Table S1). We dissected every defined subsection with the UV-laser beam
and collected the sample in a single tin capsule standing in a collection holder. We sealed the capsules and
put them onto an autosampler of a Carlo Erba NA 1500 elemental analyzer coupled online to an Isoprime
mass spectrometer (Elementar, Hanau, Germany). The isotopic composition of the carbon compound was
expressed as relative differences of the 13C/12C ratio of tree material with respect to the Vienna Pee-Dee
E
 13C
E and  13C contained in tree organic
Belemnite (VPDB) standard. To differentiate between atmospheric
matter, we use subscripts atm and OM.

Figure 2. Monthly mean air temperature (°C) and precipitation (mm)
during the growing seasons of 2008–2012; the catchment-averaged
CR2MET data are from Nicodahue (#8362001, Figure 1) in the CAMELSCL data set (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2018).

3.2.1. Modeling of Intercellular  13C and CO2 Concentrations
E
 13COM values against modeled
E
 13COM values.
E
 13COM is the measured isotope
We compared the measured
fractionation of the cellulose samples. We rearranged the photosynthesis model by Farquhar et al. (1980)

1  ci     ci ,
(1)
 13C
 13Catm   D 
OM
C
catm
catm
Table 1
Topographic Characteristics for a 10-m Buffer Around the Sampled Cored Trees NacPi6–NacPi30
Sample ID
Valley bottom
Covariate
Altitude (m asl)

NacPi6

NacPi7

NacPi11

NacPi20

NacPi25

NacPi30

130.6 ± 1.6

129.9 ± 1.8

124.6 ± 1.4

361.9 ± 0.3

361.8 ± 0.9

362.6 ± 1.0

TWI

11.9 ± 3.6

11.0 ± 3.9

6.7 ± 1.3

7.5 ± 0.4

4.8 ± 0.2

4.7 ± 0.3

Aspect (°)

139 ± 126

118 ± 121

9±5

83 ± 12

55 ± 2

63 ± 5

Distance from stream (m)
Relative hillslope height
TPI

MOHR ET AL.

Hillslope ridge

4.01

4.04

30.6

108.5

93.9

94.3

0.01 ± 0.01

0.02 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.07

0.78 ± 0.01

0.90 ± 0.02

0.88 ± 0.04

−1.60 ± 0.25

−1.61 ± 0.28

−1.20+‒0.15

0.11 ± 0.03

0.66 ± 0.04

0.59 ± 0.07
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Figure 3. Overview of the workflow. Panels (a), (b), and (c) in the inset show a close-up of the working steps needed to obtain tracheidograms from the CLSM
image (a), (b), and (c) show example screenshots of the WinCell application, with horizontal yellow bands illustrating single measurement paths.

(ci ) in the seasons 2008–2009 and 2011–2012 that we asto solve for leaf intercellular CO2 concentrations
E
sumed are unaffected by the earthquake or starch storage (Helle & Schleser, 2004a)





catm   D   13Catm   13COM
(2)
ci 
,
 D  C 
E
 13Catm
where catm is the atmospheric CO2 concentration (ppm),
E
 D is the fractionation for diffusion (−4.4‰),
13
is atmospheric C concentration (−8‰),
E and C is fractionation at the CO2 fixing enzyme, RuBisCo (−30‰);
13
values
E for  E
D and  Catm are from Helle and Schleser (2004b). We used atmospheric CO2 data from Baring
Head, New Zealand (Keeling et al., 2001) to stand in for missing local or regional data. To correct for anthropogenic signals in atmospheric CO2, we detrended catm by decomposing the catm data into seasonal, trend,
and irregular components using R's loess function with default parameterization (R Core Team, 2020). We
regressed the undisturbed
E
ci using a linear model of the detrended ambient atmospheric CO2 concentration
catm (Figure S2):
ci a  b catm ,
(3)

where a is the model intercept and b is the model slope. The Efitted ci feeds back into Equation 1 yielding





1  a b catm
(4)
 C ab.
 13COM_modeled 
 13Catm   D
catm
E in  13COM caused by the earthquake are reflected in additional residuals (to
We assume that anomalies
the normally distributed noise) from predicted values. Thus, we use the model residuals as diagnostics of
disturbance, following the disturbance hydrology approach by Buma and Livneh (2017). We assume that
all residuals except the ones induced by the earthquake are normally distributed. We then compared the observed postseismic
E
 13COM with the modeled values to calculate a Residual
E
 13COM-Signal
E (R 13COMS)—the
13
E
 COM differed from the modeled in the assumed absence of an earthquake
amount by which the observed
disturbance at each time t

MOHR ET AL.
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R 13COMS  13COMobserved, t   13C OMpredicted, t
(5)
E

E

R 13COMS approximates the role of earthquake disturbance in terms of the deviation from the expected
 13COM time series. Our modified photosynthesis model is linear (Equation 4) even without using trend-adE R 13COMS remains unchanged, though absolute residuals may change. Besides
justed CO2 time series; thus,
E R 13COMS for a sinusoidal model, simulating a seasonal cycle
the modified Farquhar model, we calculated
13
E and  COM (King et al., 2013)
of xylem growth





(6)
 X sin t   ,
 13C OM_modeled
E
 is the angular frequency (rad/yr),E and  is the phase. We ran n = 10,000 MC
where X is the amplitude,
models to account for uncertainties.

E

E R 13COMS against the arithmetic mean of all measurements per tree and growing seaWe also calculated
son. This approach is widely used in dendroecology (Feng, 1998). To compare between trees and growing
seasons, we standardized all residuals. We also calculated the residuals of modeled versus measured lumen
area, that is, Residual Lumen Area Signal (RLAS). The increments cover intervals of different lengths depending on seasonal cell growth, and to make changes
E in  13COM comparable, we estimated daily rates of
13
 COM change with cubic smoothing splines with 10 degrees of freedom, following recommendations by
Cantoni and Hastie (2001).

3.3. Timing of Cell Differentiation in Growing Cycle and Absolute Age Dating
We dated the tracheids and sample increments using dendrometer measurements at breast height (DBH)
(courtesy of Oscar Maradones, Forestry SA Mininco). These measurements indicate that the growing season begins in June (Table S1). To estimate uncertainties regarding the timing of the growth measurements
and the accuracy of DBH measurements, we ran n = 10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations of seasonal DBH
growth. We assumed a uniform uncertainty of ±10 days for the day of tracheid formation and a uniform
DBH measurement accuracy of ±1%. We estimated a date for each tracheid cell
E and  13C-increment using
the Gompertz growth model (Rossi et al., 2003), which is widely used for dating xylem growth in conifers,
including Pinus radiata (Drew & Downes, 2018)

 ,

y A exp  e
(7)


  kt

which we solved for the time of cell formation (t)

  ln  ln  A  1/y  
(8)
t 
,
k
where y is the cumulative number of cells, A is the asymptotic maximum number of cells, β is a location
parameter, k is a rate change parameter (1/t), and t is time in days starting on June 1 (t = t1). To avoid infinite
values, we fixed the upper asymptote at A + 1 (Rossi et al., 2003). We normalized the cumulative tree growth
to establish a chronology for each growing season regardless of the number of tracheid cells (for wood anatomy) and the ∼100-μm-increments used for sampling
E
 13C. We dated the tree rings by measuring tree-ring
width with WinDendro (Regent Instruments, Canada), and cross-dating all sampled cores with TsapWin
(Rinntech, Heidelberg) and COFECHA (Holmes, 1983).
3.4. Boosted Regression Trees
We used Boosted regression trees (BRT) from the family of generalized boosted models (Elith et al., 2008;
Hastie et al., 2009) to identify environmental controls
E on  13COM and lumen area other than seismic. This
step highlights aseismic controls of tree growth among the tree cohorts and individuals. A BRT is an ensemble of decision trees, that is, a nonparametric model capable of handling large nonlinear, noisy, fragmented, or correlated multivariate data for classification and regression (Elith et al., 2008; Hastie et al., 2009).
BRTs combine regression trees and boosting to build an ensemble of models. The hierarchical structure of
BRTs means that the response to one input variable depends on residuals higher in the tree structure, so
that interactions between predictors are modeled implicitly. Boosting is a sequential method for improving
MOHR ET AL.
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model accuracy, based on the idea that averaging the output of many
poorly skilled models (“weak learners”) can offer more accurate predictions (“strong learners”) (Elith et al., 2008). The strategy is to sequentially
train tree models on the residuals of their predecessors. The sequential
fitting process builds on trees fitted previously, and increasingly focuses
on the highest residuals to predict. This distinguishes the process from
one where a single large tree is fitted to the data set (Hastie et al., 2009).
Boosting minimizes the loss function by adding, at each step, a new tree
0.996 0.998 1.000
that best reduces (or steps down the steepest gradient of) the loss function. Elith et al. (2008) pointed out that the stochastic model structure
improves predictive performance. The variance of the final model is reduced by using only a random subset of data to fit each new tree (Friedman, 2002). The variance is controlled by defining the bag fraction that
specifies the proportion of data to be selected at each step. A learning rate
lr determines the contribution of each tree to the growing model, while
0
100
200
300
tree complexity tc controls whether interactions are fitted. These two parameters then determine the number of trees (nt) required, with a lower
Days since 01 June
lr requiring higher nt. In general smaller lr and larger nt are preferable
Figure 4. Cumulative tree growth per growing season. (a) Light green
(Elith et al., 2008). We used the R package gbm (Greenwell et al., 2020)
curves are n = 10,000 Monte-Carlo (MC) Gompertz model fits to the
and set the learning rate lr = 0.001 and tree complexity tc = 5, resulting
measured data (dark green). Dark green error bars encompass the
in >3,000 trees, following recommendations by Elith et al. (2008); we set
measured monthly DBH growth with measurement errors (whiskers). The
the bag fraction to 0.5. The model produces measures of variable importiming of the earthquake during the growing period is highlighted as the
2
tance based on the number of times a variable is selected for splitting,
orange dashed line. (b) Distribution of the model fits (R values) for the
10,000 MC models. The best-fit model parameters are A = 132.0+5.03/−4.18,
weighted by the resulting improvement to the model, and averaged over
β = 1.54+0.06/−0.06, and κ = 0.009+0.001/−0.001 (1/d) for our Gompertz growth
all trees (Friedman & Meulman, 2003). The relative importance of varimodel (R2 = 0.99).
ables is normalized, with higher numbers indicating stronger influence
on the response, thus augmenting a correlation matrix of linear dependence between predictors and response. The response variables
E are  13COM
and mean lumen area (LA), whereas the predictors include antecedent mean solar radiation, mean air
temperature, mean streamflow discharge and maximum, mean, and cumulative precipitation. The time
windows encapsulated by each single measurement of LA
E and  13COM increments define the time window
E For  13COM, we integrated the data over 100-μm inover which these antecedent conditions are integrated.
crements, and thus intervals ranging from days to weeks, depending on the time within the growing season.
For the wood anatomy, we used the data per tree ring, that is, integrated over one growing season. Besides
the topographic measures (Table 1) that we assume to remain unchanged during the growing season, our
predictors also include tree and site-specific information, that is, the individual tree and slope position
(ridge and valley bottom).

4. Results
4.1. Growth Modeling and Time of Cell Differentiation
Our field data indicate tree growth throughout the entire year, though growth rates decline during the
winter months, potentially ceasing for a short period. The month of May contributes least to annual growth
(1.4%) before growth reintensifies in June (2.5%) and July (3.3%) (Table S1). Based on the data we cannot exclude a short seasonal dormancy during May and June. For simplification, we use the term growing season
here and define the growing season from June to May. The model overestimates accumulated growth during
the early growing season, but more accurately fits growth toward its end, when the earthquake occurred
(Figure 4).
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Figure 5. Summary of wood anatomic features. Density curves show (a) Tree-ring width (mm), (c) Lumen area (μm2), and (e) Percentage of early wood
grouped by hillslope ridges (orange) and valley bottom (green). Panels (b), (d), and (f) are the mean wood anatomic features per growing seasons. Gray shaded
area marks the growing season in which the Maule earthquake occurred.

4.2. Wood Anatomy
4.2.1. Interannual Wood Anatomy
When averaged over all growing seasons from 2008 to 2013, tree-ring width (4.56 ± 1.71 and 2.67 ± 0.88 mm),
lumen area (336.7 ± 50.4 and 269.0 ± 73.9 μm2) and absolute early wood lumen area (412.9 ± 52.1 and
341.8 ± 64.6 μm2) on valley floors exceed those on the hillslope ridge (p ≤ 0.01) (Figures 5a and 5c). The
percentage of early wood is indistinguishable (p = 0.57), with 67.7 ± 9.2% on the ridge and 64.7 ± 11.1% on
the valley floor (Figure 5e).
On the ridge, the samples NacPi25 and NacPi30 (Table 1) have a similar temporal pattern (Figure 5b). Both
samples show a moderate linear correlation (r = 0.61 and 0.58) between tree-ring width and lumen area. In
contrast, the correlation among the valley-floor trees is negative (r = −0.41 to −0.62), and we note a strong
MOHR ET AL.
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Figure 6. Wood anatomy of sampled trees on the valley floor (NacPi11 in panels (a), (c), (e)) and the hillslope ridge (NacPi25 in panels (b), (d), (e)) for the
2009–2010 growing season; streamflow discharge (in logarithmic scale) in blue, rainfall (black), and air temperature (red) measured in Pichún (a) and San
Antonio (b); Potential evapotranspiration (red lines) in Nicodahue catchment (#8362001) from the CAMEL-CL data set (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2018). The
thick black curves are medians of n = 10,000 Monte-Carlo (MC)-modeled time series of lumen area (green array of curves) and the white dashed lines are
the medians of n = 10,000 MC sinusoidal models for NacPi11 (c) and NacPi25 (d), respectively. The light blue boxplots are the RLAS (Residual Lumen Area
Signal) binned to daily values (e), (f), with the medians in dark blue for NacPi11 (c) and NacPi25 (d), respectively. The orange bars and dashed lines mark the
earthquake date ±10 days.

correlation between ring width and number of cells for both NacPi6 and NacPi11 (r = 0.89–0.99, see data in
Table S7). Early wood hardly varied with time (Figure 5f and Table S7).

4.2.2. Intraannual Wood Anatomy
Our measurements identify anomalies in lumen area growth in at least two out of six samples, NacPi11 and
NacPi25 (Figures 6c and 6d). These deviations from the sinusoidal model overlap with the timing of the
Maule earthquake within dating resolution. NacPi11 had a positive deviation, with lumen area increasing
from 250 to 390 μm2 for about 1 month after the earthquake before returning to the pre-earthquake values
(Figure 6c). The residuals are high compared to NacPi20 and NacPi30 (Figures S5 and S6), yet within the
range of rainstorms in all growing seasons (Figure S11). Similar peaks in lumen area growth also happened
in other growing seasons, for example, 2010–2011, tied to rainfall events at the beginning of the growing
season (Figure S3). In contrast, rainfall was scarce in both catchments around the time of the Maule earthquake (Figures 6a and 6b), though lumen area does not scale with rainfall (Figure S12b).
Trees on the ridge had a decrease in lumen area immediately after the Maule earthquake, that was faster
than predicted by the sinusoidal model (Figure 6d). The lumen area of NacPi25 decreased by 72% from 230
to 65 μm2 between February 25 and March 18 (Figure 6d). A similar decrease also occurred in 2011, though
stalled after rainfall and a rise in streamflow (Figure S4). Both NacPi20 and NacPi30 had similar, but smaller
decreases (Figures S5 and S6).
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4.3.  13COM Fractionation
E
 13COM was higher in ridge trees
From 1991 to 2012, the mean
(−24.89 ± 0.57‰) than in those on the valley floor (−25.18 ± 0.72‰;
E
 13COM increased at 0.045‰ year−1
p < 0.01; Table S7). During this period,
for both topographic settings (Figure S8) with solar radiation consistently
being the most important predictor (Figure 7). Accumulated rainfall
was more important
E for  13COM after the earthquake compared to the
pre-earthquake period. Vice versa, temperature was less important after
the earthquake compared to the periods prior the earthquake. Postseismic streamflow was more important
E for  13COM on ridges than on the
valley bottoms (Figure 7 and Table S3).
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Mean Precipitation
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Figure 7. Relative variable importance of Generalized Boosted Regression
E of  13C OM for hillslope ridges (orange) and valley floors (green)
Models
before and after the earthquake, respectively. The predictors solar
radiation, mean temperature, mean discharge, and accumulated maximum
and mean precipitation refer to intervals covered by a sample increment
and thus vary; individual tree refers to location. The arrows show changes
in variable importance after the earthquake on the ridge (orange) and the
valley floor (green). See Table S3 for a complete list of relative variable
importance and model fits.

E

A correlation exercise reveals additional indications for underlying static, topographically determined hydroenvironmental controls. In essence,
the wetter the site (see, e.g., TWI, TPI, normalized height, mean altitude,
distance to the next stream, Figure S14), the higher
E is  13COM. This scaling also applies for the wood anatomy. For example, TWI is positively
correlatedEwith  13COM (Figure S14).
E
 13COM in NacPi11 decreased faster than our modAfter the earthquake,
els predict, particularly that of the sinusoidal model (see a in Figure 8c),
as the absolute (negative) model residuals switched from 0.24 (‰) on
February 26 to −0.53 (‰) on the day of the earthquake and increased to
−1.06 (‰) on March 29. A similar increase in residuals is also observed
for both alternative modeling approaches; residuals are smallest for the
sinusoidal model (Figure 8e). The estimated daily rates
E of  13COM largely
remained unchanged (p > 0.05) (Figure 8c).

 13COM at NacPi20 also decreased from −24.04 (‰) on January 15 to a

minimum of −27.07 (‰) of March 31. Amid this trend, a transient increase in the residuals may coincide with the timing of the earthquake
(a in Figures 8d and 8f). Around the time of the earthquake, however, the rates fell slower when compared
to a simple spline interpolation (b in Figure 8d). This small offset is in line with the observed transiently
interrupted trend
E in  13COM decline toward the end of the growing season (Figure 8d). A transient increase
13
E in  COM is also seen for NacPi30, even more pronounced in the model residuals (Figure S9).

5. Discussion
5.1. Site-Specific and Interannual Patterns of  13COM and Wood Anatomy
E
 13COM between 1991 and 2012 is consistent with an “age effect” of trees and increasing
The increasing
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Figure S8). Given tree ages of 21–26 years at the time of coring (Huber
et al., 2010), the trees were at 70–90% of their maximum growth rates (Cerda Vargas & Nuñez Sandoval, 1996) (Figure S7), and likely in the thick of expanding their canopies. Adjusting for increased water-use
efficiency in response to rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Gessler et al., 2014), the residuals of our
detrended photosynthesis model should increase with time, though this is not the case (Figure S8). The forests also remained undisturbed during the study period, so that changing shadow effects from neighboring
trees (McCarroll & Loader, 2004, Mölder et al., 2011) are negligible.

In general, all dendroecological proxies indicate more favorable conditions for tree growth on the valley
floor than on ridges, also if including elevation and discrimination rates
E of  13COM for Pinus radiata D. Don,
−1
2.53‰ km (Warren et al., 2001). Elevation modulates carboxylation capacities and stomatal conductance (Qiang et al., 2003). Given mostly SSE-facing hillslopes and indistinguishable tree height distributions
(Huber et al., 2010), we exclude higher irradiance along the valley bottom as a reason for this site-specific
difference (Table S5). Instead, growth of Pinus radiata in Mediterranean areas such as south-central Chile
is generally water-limited (Ojeda et al., 2018), thus following a temporal pattern determined by water supply
MOHR ET AL.
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E 8.  13C OM fractionation of NacPi11 (left) and NacPi20 (right) in the growing season 2009–2010. (a, b) Time series of discharge (on logarithmic scale) in
Figure
blue, rainfall (black), air temperature (red), and potential evapotranspiration (pink). Data on streamflow discharge, rainfall, and air temperature from Pichún
(a) and San Antonio (b) catchments, respectively; potential evapotranspiration from Nicodahue catchment (#8362001) of CAMEL-CL data (Alvarez-Garreton
et al., 2018). The orange bars and dashed lines mark the earthquake date ±10 days. (c and d) The black curve is the median of all Monte-Carlo (MC)-modeled
E of  13C OM (n = 10,000, green array of curves) of NacPi11 (c) and NacPi20 (d). Daily rates
E of  13C OM change are violet points with violet solid line
time series
showing medians and red dashed line showing spline regression. The yellow curves are medians of n = 10,000 MC-based sinusoidal models per sampled
E
 13C OM signals
E (R 13C OMS); gray and red bars
E are  13C OM residuals of the Farquhar models and residuals between
cellulose increment. (e and f) Residual
E
 13C OM values and the annual mean, respectively. The blue boxplot time series areEdaily  13C OM residuals of sinusoidal model. The gray dotted curves
observed
are detrended atmospheric CO2 (ppm) measured at Baring Head, New Zealand (Keeling et al., 2001).

in the rainy season. We thus argue that tree growth (and photosynthesis) here is primarily controlled by
E
 13COM and wood anatomic proxies with topographic
water supply, given the strong correlations between
proxies for soil-water availability. Consequently, the higher, farther from soil water, and drier a tree site is,
E the  13COM and the more restricted is tree growth (Figure S14). This finding is consistent with
the lower
observations for various environments (e.g., Bałazy et al., 2019; Jucker et al., 2018).
5.2. Potential Earthquake Effects on  13COM and Wood Anatomy
E
 13COM
Regardless of topographic position, our intraannual measurements largely follow the three-phase
E
 13COM
sequence model for broad-leaf deciduous trees (Helle & Schleser, 2004a). We measured highest
during periods of highest potential evapotranspiration during dry and hot summers (Figures 8c and 8d).
Assuming above-average water supply during the 2009–2010 growing season (Figure 2 and Table S1), we
expect below-average
E
 13COM due to increased stomatal aperture and higher rates of photosynthesis (Helle
& Schleser, 2004b) during the growing season of the Maule earthquake. Our observations of above-average wood anatomic features, that is, tree-ring width, number of cells, lumen area, and early wood formation support this notion. Especially lumen diameter of pines under water-limited conditions may correlate
strongly with soil moisture (Carvalho et al., 2015).

The Maule earthquake occurred during latewood formation, so that the sudden changes
E in  13COM that deviate from the sinusoidal growth model around the time of the earthquake (e.g., Figure S9), are not storage
effects limited to early wood (Helle & Schleser, 2004a). Instead, our observations are consistent with predicted earthquake-induced changes in groundwater and the vadose zone (Mohr et al., 2015).
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Given the warm and dry conditions in summer 2010, we can assume narrow stomatal apertures and a slow
E of  13COM in the latewood of the 2009–2010 growing cycle. On the valley floor, the decrease
E in  13COM
decline
is faster than the modeled values (Figure 8c) immediately after the earthquake, thus suggesting enhanced
E in  13COM at
photosynthesis following the Maule earthquake. In contrast, the abrupt, short-lived increase
higher elevations (Figures 8c and 8d) implies limited photosynthesis and unfavorable growing conditions
E of  13COM and the spline-interpolat(Helle & Schleser, 2004b). The offset between the estimated daily rates
ed values is, despite being small, “significant” and in line with this interpretation. AssumingE that  13COM
negatively scales with relative soil water (Dupouey et al., 1993), we explain these different responses with
differences in soil-water availability following the earthquake.
Our wood anatomical results are in good agreement with this interpretation. In the water-limited Mediterranean climate, pine trees can plastically adjust their tracheid sizes to soil-water content. While enlarging
the tracheids, water can only enter the expanding cell if the apoplastic water potential is higher than the
symplastic water potential (Carvalho et al., 2015). Álvarez et al. (2012) and Ojeda et al. (2018) reported
highly variable, rainfall-driven, growth in pine plantations within or close to the rupture zone of the Maule
earthquake. However, we can exclude that rainfall raised the soil moisture on the valley floor, because conditions for several days prior to the earthquake were dry. Further, the sites are close together, have similar
aspect, and thus likely receive similar amounts of rainfall.
Altogether, our data provide evidence for enhanced and reduced evapotranspiration on the valley bottom
and ridge areas, respectively, likely caused by earthquake-triggered changes in soil-water availability. At a
first glance, this finding is counter-intuitive as it suggests possible positive effects of earthquakes on tree
growth as opposed to the many reports of negative effects (Fu et al., 2020; Lin & Lin, 1998; Meisling &
Sieh, 1980). The contrasting responses on valley floors and ridges are more consistent with observations by
Bekker et al. (2018), who found that tree rings were broader in a riparian zone compared to higher areas,
likely driven by a rise in groundwater after the M6.9 1983 Borah Peak earthquake, Idaho. The peak ground
velocity of >50−25 cm/s was similar for both the Borah and Maule earthquakes (Mohr et al., 2018; U.S. Geological Survey, 2021), both exceeding a threshold above which streamflow responses, and thus, potentially
tree-growth responses, may be expected (Mohr et al., 2018).
The dendroecologic response on the hillslope ridge seems more uniform compared to the valley bottom
(Figure 5b), perhaps reflecting groundwater topography. The local groundwater table is lower on hillslopes
because the unconfined groundwater surface does not follow the surface topography. Hence, seismogenic
lowering of the groundwater table can hardly make extremely dry soils much drier. On valley floors, however, even a small surplus of water may make a difference, thus stimulating the growth of water-starved trees.
The subsurface is heterogeneous in soil hydrological terms due to previous rotations (Mohr et al., 2013).
Hence, we cannot expect that all trees share a common, site-specific seismo-hydrological response. Some
further possibilities for the differing growth responses to the Maule earthquake include death of neighboring trees due to forest management, wind throw (Buma & Johnson, 2015), or root damage by ground
shaking (e.g., Lin & Lin, 1998; Meisling & Sieh, 1980; Spiecker, 2003). None of these anomalies were evident
in the field, however.
The overall, relative effects of the Maule earthquake on wood isotopic fractionation and tree growth are
small. For the valley bottom, the responses
E in  13COM and lumen area do not exceed the 78th and 83rd percentiles of the entire time series. Along the hillslope ridges, these responses are as small as the 13th percentile
E for  13COM and the 95th for the lumen area (Figure S11 and Table S8). Major rainstorms may have larger
impact on the growth of these tress stands. Yet, a short-term positive earthquake effect on plant growth may
potentially increase root cohesion immediately after the earthquake in low-lying areas (Tolorza et al., 2019),
though seismic shaking may counteract this potentially stabilizing effect via higher soil-water content and/
or ground acceleration (Sidle & Ochiai, 2006).
We argue that water stress around the time of an earthquake is required to detect hydrological effects of
earthquakes in tree rings. Only under water-limited tree growth is additional water provided by seismo-hydrological processes likely to enhance root water uptake and eventually measurable changes in tree growth.
Future research may want to examine the possibility of similar responses in other settings with prolonged
dry seasons. Good candidates to test our hypothesis are earthquakes in California, for example, 2014 M6.6
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South Napa or 1989 M6.9 Loma Prieta (Rojstaczer & Wolf, 1992; Wang & Manga, 2015). In contrast, the best
studied earthquakes in terms of hydrological phenomena, the 1999 M7.7 Chi-Chi Earthquake in Taiwan
(e.g., Wang et al., 2004, 2016), and the 2016 M7.0 Kumamoto earthquake in Japan (e.g., Hosono et al., 2020),
are unlikely to be promising candidates because of the humid subtropical to tropical climates.
Several uncertainties remain part of our analysis. First, uncertainties in our dating procedure propagate
trough time, thus increasing toward the end of the growing season, when the Maule earthquake occurred.
This was a time when latewood formation reduced the temporal resolution. While this uncertainty is hard
to quantify, we consider an interval of 21 days to be acceptable as it covers periods longer than a single cell
needs to grow even at the end of the growing season. Thus, we are confident that our dating allows for sufficient interpretation. Second, a linear relationship between the leaf intercellular CO2 concentrations and
ambient atmospheric CO2 concentration is simplified. Leaf intercellular CO2 concentrations vary during a
growing season (Gessler et al., 2014) following changes in temperature, and water vapor effects on stomata
conductance and diffusivity (Tominaga et al., 2018). Yet, Moss and Rawlins (1963) reported a linear relationship with values close to our estimates. When comparing the residuals, our modified photosynthesis model
performs (slightly) better than a simple, commonly applied approach of normalizing
E
 13COM measurements
(Feng, 1998). This supports the use of our modified Farquhar model together with our sinusoidal model to
E
 13COM values with acceptable uncertainties.
predict

6. Conclusions
High-resolution wood anatomy and isotopic data indicate possible dendrohydrological effects of the 2010
Maule earthquake on tree growth in two headwater catchments; these effects were varied, but likely discernable over weeks. The common dendrochronological practice restricted to the annual scale may therefore miss earthquakes or underestimate the area affected by a given earthquake. Our wood anatomy and biogeochemical data analyses indicate that postseismic changes in lumen area
E and  13COM reveal tree growth
and photosynthetic responses to earthquakes. However, such responses likely only apply under water-limited conditions, that is, when earthquakes are capable to relief water stress by providing additional water to
the trees. These circumstances need to be considered in sampling campaigns when considering tree coring
in paleoseismology. The recorded response of tree growth to the Maule earthquake depends on the locations
of the tree in the catchment, with enhanced growth along the valley floor but decreased growth along the
ridges. Thus observed earthquake signals show in changes
E in  13COM and wood anatomical features, and
lasted less than a year, unlike the longer-lived perturbation to tree growth documented in other studies
based on tree-ring widths. Details in wood anatomy and isotopes might offer a tree-based approach for paleoseismology beyond simply considering width. Recognizing the subtle signals in the studied trees, however,
benefited from known climatology, plausible parameterization of photosynthesis-models, and precipitation
and temperature records.
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